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Thesis: 

As 
interconnects 
with diverse capabilities 
emerge 

Traffic engineering          
needs significant advances 
to make optimal use 
of these new capabilities
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Thesis: 

IF… 
data traffic 
can be classified 
into useful categories 
rapidly and accurately 
in real time…

THEN 
data traffic 
can be managed            

 more smartly 
 more efficiently 
 more profitably.
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Examples: 

Latency sensitive                   Less sensitive                        

 online retail 
 search 
 some IoT traffic 
 interactive video 
 …

when Quality of Experience matters most

 back-up 
 migration 
 some downloads 
…

…especially in networks 
where network resources 
are shared by traffic 
that is 
      very latency-sensitive 
       vs. less sensitive
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Xaxar has built 
AI-powered data traffic classification engines 
which dynamically predict the length of  a data flow

 Predict, real time, if each data flow will last a “long” time or a “short” time 
 AI-based prediction based on info on packet header info only (no DPI) 
 Good prediction accuracy, even after only 2 initial packets 
 Prediction is independent of transfer protocol (TCP/IP, UDP, …)
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Thesis: 

Flow-level classification in real time can be very useful             
 Most flows correspond to tasks or sub-tasks,


                                                                    so task completion times can be managed

 Short flows are generally latency-sensitive,


                                                                    so they can be given priority

 Long flows can be managed differently,


                                                                    so congestion might be minimized

 …

t=0
Source n

LONG data flows

Flow 4

Flow 6

SHORT data flows

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

Flow 5
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Classification categories for real-time AI prediction

Data flow duration

“Short” vs. “long” flows 
(duration defined by user) 

or 

Category 1: Flows < t1  
Category 2: Flows < t2 
Category 3: Flows < t3 

… 
Category n: Flows < tn

“Flow” means same 5-tuple



Yes. 
Proof-of-concept completed:  

 Three different traffic patterns tested,
 with varying data traffic characteristics.

 Three different AI-based classification algorithms developed.

 Three definitions of LONG flows (> 100 ms, 200 ms, 1 sec) tested;
    Other thresholds are, of course, possible.
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Can Xaxar AI engines predict type of  traffic 
real-time, real fast, at high accuracy?
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AI-engines

 Algorithms trained off-line by data in pcap files (computationally heavy) 

 Can be periodically re-trained, if needed, in deployment 

 Trained engines are agents 
 (for example, at destination hosts in a network) 

 Classification is computationally very light
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PACKETS
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BYTES

SHORT flows       68% 42% 13%

LONG flows 32% 58% 87%

Data Traffic Type 1 
Total flows: 33,635
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% of 
FLOWS

% of 
PACKETS

% of 
BYTES

SHORT flows       79% 16% 6%

LONG flows 21% 84% 94%

Data Traffic Type 2 
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Total flows: 394,845
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% of 
FLOWS

% of 
PACKETS

% of 
BYTES

SHORT flows       81% 33% 7%

LONG flows 19% 67% 93%

Data Traffic Type 3 
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Prediction accuracy for LONG flows

Data Traffic Type 3 Data Traffic Type 2 

2 packets 5 packets 10 packets 2 5 10 2 5 10

Flow Duration:

Best among three algorithms
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Flow Duration:

Best among three algorithms
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If  traffic pattern undergoes MAJOR changes, 
does it invalidate the choice of  algorithm? 

NO.
Example: the best algorithm is chosen for one traffic pattern,

                but pattern undergoes dramatic changes

Best Algorithm:       Accuracy:              Accuracy when pattern changes to:


for traffic Type 1                                           traffic Type 2           traffic type 3

       “C”                            85.5%                  83.1%                      97.8%


for traffic Type 2                                           traffic Type 1           traffic Type 3

       “B”                            83.3%                  84.8%                       84.4%


for traffic Type 3                                            traffic Type 1            traffic Type 2

        “A”                            99.9%                  76.8%                       71.3%

Case: Prediction for flows > 100 ms, made after the first 2 packets in a flow
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Demo
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Future possibilities

Data flow duration Urgency / Priority
Current Future

“Short” vs. “long” flows 
(duration defined by user) 

or 

Category 1: Flows < t1  
Category 2: Flows < t2 
Category 3: Flows < t3 

… 
Category n: Flows < tn

“Flow” means same 5-tuple

Urgent vs. less urgent 

or 

A hierarchy of priorities: 
Priority 1 
Priority 2 
Priority 3 
… 
Priority n
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New possibilities: two or three-tier classification process

1. First identify 
categories of applications 

For example: 

gaming, interactive video, … 

                   versus 

     all other data traffic 

2. Then predict 
flow duration categories 
for all other traffic 

For example: 

gaming, interactive video, … 

                   versus 

     Flow < t1  

        Flow < t2  

        … 
      Flow < tn 

3. Then predict 
duration of interactive video
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Potential actions after classification 
into predicted “flow duration buckets”:

Packet 
headers

 Assign real-time QoS to certain flows 
 Route to different “channels” 
 Input to flow tables (SDN) 
 Route long flows to dedicated links 
 Route long flows to photonic layer 
 Route to p2p wireless networks 
 Adjust buffer settings 
 Manage streaming parameters 
 Manage compression 
 Other input to traffic engineering 
 …

API’s

Classification

Potential Actions in Networks
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Potential use cases

Over-ride ECMP for certain flows 
Dynamically adjust buffer and/or flow control settings 
 …

Data center networks: Benefits:

Low latency 

Better resource 
utilization 

Improved QoE Identify and manage latency-sensitive traffic 
Identify user behavior (UBA) and manage sessions 
Identify network application and predict duration

Other IP networks:
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Xaxar

 Develops and licenses traffic classification engines 
    
   for multiple use cases, 

   where QoE and resource utilization are critical, 

   except for security and privacy.
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